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Review list

   51 sold in past month

JUSTAUS The stroller is e�ective and
durable

The rotatable stroller seat can face
parents or the world, and get the correct
riding experience through the growth of
the baby

In the cradle mode, the baby seat can be
converted into a real stroller for
comfortable walking with the baby

The stroller is suitable for all stroller seats
and can be easily converted from a car to
a stroller

It can be folded with one hand for easy
storage and transportation

Price: $ 159.99

Quantity:    1 

Buy Now

Add to Cart

K Wray      2020-02-25 16:11:45

Switching the directions of the seat as well as turning the seat into the
bassinet could not be any easier! This is my �rst stroller to have those
features and it truly is a game changer. My baby absolutely loves it; he
can just lay down, stretch out and play with his toys.

Alexey      2020-07-21 15:11:52

I LOVE THIS STROLLER! It was a tad confusing to put together even with
the manual but we did it. Yesterday was our �rst time taking it out and I
must say its perfect. My son is 4 months old so I felt he outgrew the
bassinet part already but I already had the compatible car seat and that
ended up working perfectly! I'm a small women (5'3" and 130lbs) and I
don't feel it's too big or bulky. De�nitely worth every penny.

Megha Sagar      2020-03-11 15:11:04

Soy de Ecuador, y adquirí este coche a �nales del mes de Mayo, tenía un
poco de miedo porque se encontraba junto a otro modelo de coche que
no era el que deseaba, pero llegó el que correspondía y en perfecto
estado.

Andre Clarke      2020-07-11 13:10:52

Love this stroller! Folds really easily and quick. Pushes very smooth.. even
my husband who never has an opinion on anything said that he really
liked this stroller! Love being able to face my kids toward me so I can see
them while I’m pushing them! Also like that the wheels don’t have air in
them so I don’t have to worry about them going �at like my last stroller!
The basket is massive and �ts our diaper bag and more! We’ve been
through 5 strollers and this one is by far the best!!

Chelsea Scott      2020-07-11 15:21:52

I put this together myself and it actually was pretty easy!

Brittany Norman      2020-03-21 13:11:22

This stroller was pretty easy to set up and use. I love just using the stroller
frame as my daughter is still in an infant seat, so it is easy to just grab the
carseat and place on the stroller!

Briseyda      2020-06-01 14:11:22

I've had a few and this one is easy to disassemble and store.

David      2020-06-20 13:14:04

A must have! I absolutely love the ease of this stroller! We have a larger
jogging one which is heavy and large and I found it hard to maneuver. I
was on the hunt for something smaller and found this. I LOVE IT.. Storage
is large underneath and I love that I can take the bassinet part out and
just click in the car seat. Best stroller ever.

Trevor C      2020-03-10 23:11:51

It has safety lock, so the stroller doesn’t move. Love this product already.

EndlessSummer      2020-03-11 15:19:52

Love love this stroller. My 3rd baby is 3 months old and this stroller is
awesome. The bassinet is so convenient when they are too little to sit up
in the stroller!

MF      2020-01-21 21:11:34

Very versatile and lightweight. I do recommend.

TerrahBite      2020-08-21 06:12:52

I absolutely LOVE this stroller. Super easy to maneuver and light
compared to others.

AJ524      2020-07-25 08:12:52

This is a great model baby stroller. I purchsed several for my friends. It is
not only a stroller but also can turned into a bassinet
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